1. Fill in the names of the places on the map below.

Tom and Elena’s cottage  
Road to the village  
Village  
Market  
Hills  
Goldsmith  
Hen shed

2. Match the two halves of each sentence.

A. They had a goat...  
B. They had a garden...  
C. They had hens and geese...

...for fresh eggs.
...to give them milk.
...to grow vegetables.

3. Number the sentences in story order.

A. Then they cut the goose open.  
B. Tom killed it.  
C. There was no gold inside.  
D. Elena grabbed the goose.

4. Answer TRUE or FALSE.

A. This story was first told around 4,000 years ago.  
B. Everyone knows who Aesop was.  
C. Aesop’s fables are usually about people.

5. The moral of this story is all muddled up. Put the words in the right order.

Everything might be greedy or you don’t lose.

Don’t be greedy or you might lose everything.